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KUKKARAHALLI LAKE KUKKARAHALLI LAKE –– Some ViewsSome Views



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

A lake is a body of water or other liquid of considerable size sA lake is a body of water or other liquid of considerable size surrounded urrounded 
entirely by land. A vast majority of lakes on earth are fresh waentirely by land. A vast majority of lakes on earth are fresh water. Lakes ter. Lakes 
may be natural or manmade. As a resource base, lakes have providmay be natural or manmade. As a resource base, lakes have provided ed 
sustenance to millions down the ages; and as a landscape they hasustenance to millions down the ages; and as a landscape they have ve 
spawned cultural links and traditions. spawned cultural links and traditions. 

Today all kinds of lakes without exception have suffered environToday all kinds of lakes without exception have suffered environmental mental 
degradation. The human settlement and public effluent sources ardegradation. The human settlement and public effluent sources are the e the 
chief factors for the degradation of lakes particularly the urbachief factors for the degradation of lakes particularly the urban lakes. In n lakes. In 
the lakes which have survived today drinking water has been substhe lakes which have survived today drinking water has been substantially tantially 
reduced or totally have become non potable, flood absorption capreduced or totally have become non potable, flood absorption capacity acity 
impaired,biodiversity threatened. Growth of water hyacinth, cultimpaired,biodiversity threatened. Growth of water hyacinth, culturalural
siltationsiltation, tourist presence has tremendously influenced many lakes to , tourist presence has tremendously influenced many lakes to 
loose their presence.  loose their presence.  



OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

Putting an economic value on something as abstract as the ecologPutting an economic value on something as abstract as the ecological ical 
services of a wetland is a difficult idea for most people. More services of a wetland is a difficult idea for most people. More commonly, commonly, 
the open market puts dollar values on society's goods and servicthe open market puts dollar values on society's goods and services. In the es. In the 
case of wetlands, there is no direct market for services such ascase of wetlands, there is no direct market for services such as clean clean 
water, maintenance of biodiversity, and flood control. water, maintenance of biodiversity, and flood control. 

Wetlands have lots of direct, indirect and existence benefitsWetlands have lots of direct, indirect and existence benefits to human to human 
being as well as to animals and birds. The economic valuation ofbeing as well as to animals and birds. The economic valuation of wetlands wetlands 
helps to understand the constituentshelps to understand the constituents’’ functions and benefits and this functions and benefits and this 
exercise could act as a catalyst for wetland conservation.exercise could act as a catalyst for wetland conservation.



METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY

•• This paper is  based on secondary data. Works which This paper is  based on secondary data. Works which 
have concentrated on conserving the beauty ,aesthetic have concentrated on conserving the beauty ,aesthetic 
value and eco system ofvalue and eco system of KukkarahalliKukkarahalli lake have been lake have been 
utilized to make this paper. utilized to make this paper. 



Economic valuation

Economic evaluation in the environment context is about measurinEconomic evaluation in the environment context is about measuring the g the 
preferences or choices   for an environmental benefit or againstpreferences or choices   for an environmental benefit or against
environmental degradation. Valuation is therefore in relation toenvironmental degradation. Valuation is therefore in relation to
preferences held by people. Moreover, the use of economic valuespreferences held by people. Moreover, the use of economic values
permits the comparison that is required between permits the comparison that is required between ‘‘environmentalenvironmental’’ and and 
‘‘developmentaldevelopmental’’ values. values. 

Wetland Wetland ‘‘valuesvalues’’ may be derived from outputs that can be consumed may be derived from outputs that can be consumed 
directlydirectly, and , and indirectindirect uses which arise from the functions occurring uses which arise from the functions occurring 
within the ecosystem, such as water quality, and flood control; within the ecosystem, such as water quality, and flood control; possible possible 
future direct or indirect uses such as biodiversity or conservedfuture direct or indirect uses such as biodiversity or conserved habitats;   habitats;   



Economic valuation

The need for economic valuation arises for formulating efficientThe need for economic valuation arises for formulating efficient
programmes. Valuation is required to know what is the amount whiprogrammes. Valuation is required to know what is the amount which the ch the 
current generation sacrifices to make the natural resources avaicurrent generation sacrifices to make the natural resources available to lable to 
future. Wetland goods and services must be given a quantitative future. Wetland goods and services must be given a quantitative value if value if 
their conservation is to be chosen over alternative uses of the their conservation is to be chosen over alternative uses of the land itself land itself 
or the water which feeds the wetlands.or the water which feeds the wetlands.



Kukkarahalli Lake

Housed amidst theHoused amidst the MysoreMysore University campus, isUniversity campus, is KukkarahalliKukkarahalli
lake with 1.20 acres water spread having 4.5 sq. kmlake with 1.20 acres water spread having 4.5 sq. km catchmentcatchment
area .  Afterarea .  After CauveryCauvery water supply was made available to water supply was made available to 
people,this lake was taken charge bypeople,this lake was taken charge by MysoreMysore University in the University in the 
year 1960.year 1960.

KukkarahalliKukkarahalli lake has many direct and indirect uses to the lake has many direct and indirect uses to the 
people Being an Urban lake it has been a spot for recreation. people Being an Urban lake it has been a spot for recreation. 
Many people use it for daily walking, viewing in the form of dirMany people use it for daily walking, viewing in the form of direct ect 
use benefit. Not only that  it has got many non use values like use benefit. Not only that  it has got many non use values like 
bequest value ,Biodiversity ,Cultural values to bequest value ,Biodiversity ,Cultural values to MysoreansMysoreans.  .  





DISCUSSIONS

Within last 20 years the lake got chocked by weeds. Within last 20 years the lake got chocked by weeds. There was a growth There was a growth 
of water hyacinth in the lake.of water hyacinth in the lake. The sewage water brought in along with it The sewage water brought in along with it 
toxic pollutants through the feeder canal. toxic pollutants through the feeder canal. People in the surrounding area People in the surrounding area 
knowingly or unknowingly destroyed the feeder canal more or so aknowingly or unknowingly destroyed the feeder canal more or so at thet the
catchmentcatchment area. area. 

The lake has been maintaining water level until recently, becausThe lake has been maintaining water level until recently, because of e of 
sewage inflow. sewage inflow. The overflow vent is located at the point of the entry of The overflow vent is located at the point of the entry of 
the feeder canal.  Sewage was being drained into the lake from tthe feeder canal.  Sewage was being drained into the lake from thehe
neighbouringneighbouring areas likeareas like VinayaknagarVinayaknagar,, PaduvarahalliPaduvarahalli,, ManasagangothriManasagangothri, , 
CFTRI etc.CFTRI etc.





DISCUSSIONS

This has choked the waterThis has choked the water catchmentcatchment area. The sewage water brought in area. The sewage water brought in 
filth, garbage, pesticides, insecticides, domestic cleaners, autfilth, garbage, pesticides, insecticides, domestic cleaners, automobile omobile 
lubricants, human filth, cattle refuse, medical wastes like syrilubricants, human filth, cattle refuse, medical wastes like syringes etc, nges etc, 
plastics rotting food items and Nitrogenous wastes and organic pplastics rotting food items and Nitrogenous wastes and organic phosphates hosphates 
got accumulated in the feeder canal. Rampant growth of noxious wgot accumulated in the feeder canal. Rampant growth of noxious weeds, eeds, 
water hyacinth and algae has reduced the oxygen supply to aquatiwater hyacinth and algae has reduced the oxygen supply to aquatic forms.c forms.





Suggestions

•• Status of a wetland depends on its management, level of anthropoStatus of a wetland depends on its management, level of anthropogenic activities, genic activities, 
management of land, solid waste collection and disposal, disposamanagement of land, solid waste collection and disposal, disposal of used water and l of used water and 
also attitude of the people at large.also attitude of the people at large.

•• The growing popularity ofThe growing popularity of KukkarahalliKukkarahalli lake among morning walkers and the lake among morning walkers and the 
increase in humanincrease in human--induced disturbance has affected the bird population of the lakeinduced disturbance has affected the bird population of the lake
whose numbers has seen a steep decline in recent times . as biowhose numbers has seen a steep decline in recent times . as bio--indicators, their indicators, their 
absence augurs ill for the lake. Efforts should be made to reducabsence augurs ill for the lake. Efforts should be made to reduce the human e the human 
disturbance in this area.disturbance in this area.

•• UrbanisationUrbanisation and anthropogenic stress to meet the growing land needs ofand anthropogenic stress to meet the growing land needs of MysoreMysore
City have resulted in disappearance of wetlands, which has led tCity have resulted in disappearance of wetlands, which has led to the discontinuity of o the discontinuity of 
the drainage networkthe drainage network



Suggestions

•• Asia Development Bank has contributed 80Asia Development Bank has contributed 80 lakhslakhs of rupees for the of rupees for the 
restoration of the lake and University ofrestoration of the lake and University of MysoreMysore is also spending quite a lot of is also spending quite a lot of 
money for conservation of the lake but most of it has been spentmoney for conservation of the lake but most of it has been spent not for not for 
controlling the inflow of sewage but on just cleaning. This has controlling the inflow of sewage but on just cleaning. This has become a become a 
temporary endeavor . After spending more thantemporary endeavor . After spending more than RsRs.91.91 lakhslakhs towards its towards its 
"development" that resulted in cosmetic treatment of the lake, t"development" that resulted in cosmetic treatment of the lake, there is little here is little 
to show except the polluted water that is emanating stink and hato show except the polluted water that is emanating stink and has driven s driven 
away the birds. university should make some attempt to raise  reaway the birds. university should make some attempt to raise  revenue venue 
regularly  for the lake's maintenance. regularly  for the lake's maintenance. 

•• While a few birds are reported to have died recently in the vicWhile a few birds are reported to have died recently in the vicinity of the inity of the 
lake, there are unconfirmed reports of fish kill owing to increalake, there are unconfirmed reports of fish kill owing to increase in the se in the 
toxicity.toxicity.AmajorAmajor portion of the lake situated towards north is dying due toportion of the lake situated towards north is dying due to
eutrophicationeutrophication. The restoration of this lake can improve the ground water . The restoration of this lake can improve the ground water 
table and improve the aquatic life in the lake. efforts should btable and improve the aquatic life in the lake. efforts should be made to stop e made to stop 
the sewage  and to reduce the growth of weeds.the sewage  and to reduce the growth of weeds.



Suggestions

•• Education and awareness regarding conservation is the need of tEducation and awareness regarding conservation is the need of the day. Since he day. Since 
people are getting most of the benefits free of cost. They are upeople are getting most of the benefits free of cost. They are unable to give any nable to give any 
value to them. effort should be made to involve people and youthvalue to them. effort should be made to involve people and youth in the process of in the process of 
conservation.A nominal user charge should be introduced ( univerconservation.A nominal user charge should be introduced ( university students and sity students and 
staff ,people who come for walk who use it for recreation purposstaff ,people who come for walk who use it for recreation purpose ) for thee ) for the
maintanancemaintanance of the lake.of the lake.

•• A committeeA committee shoudshoud be made  for the sustainable development  of the lake and to be made  for the sustainable development  of the lake and to 
conserve the lake for the future.  conserve the lake for the future.  



Some of the measures needed to follow to conserve the 
lake and to keep it away from pollution.

•• Not making use of the lake for dumping ofNot making use of the lake for dumping of GaneshaGanesha Idols or ritualistic Idols or ritualistic 
social beliefs social beliefs 

•• To ban the disposal of unwanted materials like plastics, paperTo ban the disposal of unwanted materials like plastics, papers, flowers, s, flowers, 
pots, plantain leaves, such  other items. pots, plantain leaves, such  other items. 

•• Unregulated tourism practices to be strictly prohibited. Unregulated tourism practices to be strictly prohibited. 

•• Lake area to be declared as protected area. Lake area to be declared as protected area. 

•• Not to allow people and industries to dump their waste materiaNot to allow people and industries to dump their waste materials. ls. 

•• Pesticides and Insecticides to be banned, which come from  induPesticides and Insecticides to be banned, which come from  industrial strial 
areas CFTRI,areas CFTRI, ManasagangothriManasagangothri Campus. Campus. 

•• DesiltingDesilting should be done regularly and the removed sediment to be dislocashould be done regularly and the removed sediment to be dislocated ted 
from  the area. from  the area. 



Some of the measures needed to follow to conserve the 
lake and to keep it away from pollution.

•• Greening the area is must, trees and shrubs to be planted exotGreening the area is must, trees and shrubs to be planted exotic ic 
plant varieties can be grown. plant varieties can be grown. 

•• Making sure that sewage diversion is effective and there is noMaking sure that sewage diversion is effective and there is no
leakage anywhere. leakage anywhere. 

•• Physical, chemical, biological parameters to be determined andPhysical, chemical, biological parameters to be determined and
constantly  monitored. Toxicity studies should be carried ouconstantly  monitored. Toxicity studies should be carried out regularly. t regularly. 

•• Aqua culture to be encouraged. Aqua culture to be encouraged. 

•• Treating waste water at the University before it reaches the lTreating waste water at the University before it reaches the lake. ake. 

•• Boating to be avoided or if used for recreational purposes use oBoating to be avoided or if used for recreational purposes use only row boats or nly row boats or 
pedal boats. pedal boats. 

•• Finding means to filter, the incoming flow of water. Finding means to filter, the incoming flow of water. 



Conclusion

•• As naturallyAs naturally occuringoccuring assets,wetland provide most of their benefits at little or no assets,wetland provide most of their benefits at little or no 
cost to society and therefore tend to have high net value.cost to society and therefore tend to have high net value.

•• It is important to stress that economic valuation is not a panIt is important to stress that economic valuation is not a panacea for all acea for all 
decisions, that it represents just one input into the decisiondecisions, that it represents just one input into the decision--making process, along making process, along 
with important political, social, cultural and other consideratiwith important political, social, cultural and other considerations.ons.

•• The goal of this text is to assist planners and decisionThe goal of this text is to assist planners and decision--makers in increasing the makers in increasing the 
input from economic valuation in order to take the best possibleinput from economic valuation in order to take the best possible road towards a road towards a 
sustainable future.sustainable future.

•• Economic decisions of developmental projects, which exclude ecoEconomic decisions of developmental projects, which exclude ecosystem values, system values, 
lead to ecosystem degradation. Economists trace this problem to lead to ecosystem degradation. Economists trace this problem to market failure, market failure, 
that is the failure of markets to reflect the full or true cost that is the failure of markets to reflect the full or true cost of goods or services. of goods or services. 



Conclusion

•• In the case of a wetland, the calculation of the economic value In the case of a wetland, the calculation of the economic value for converting the for converting the 
wetland area to housing or commercial layouts does not include cwetland area to housing or commercial layouts does not include costs such as loss osts such as loss 
of water quality/quantity or flood control. That is the reason wof water quality/quantity or flood control. That is the reason why lakes in cities are hy lakes in cities are 
loosing their importance. To conserve them economic valuation isloosing their importance. To conserve them economic valuation is a must.a must.

•• Since these ecosystem services are available free to all and notSince these ecosystem services are available free to all and not purchased, there purchased, there 
is a tendency to neglect the quantification of the vital functiois a tendency to neglect the quantification of the vital function of these ecosystems n of these ecosystems 
and indirect benefits derived from them.and indirect benefits derived from them.

•• It is only when these services are lost, the actual financial oIt is only when these services are lost, the actual financial or commercial costs r commercial costs 
are incurred. So paradoxically, the zero price for wetland serviare incurred. So paradoxically, the zero price for wetland services is of very high ces is of very high 
value to  human well being.value to  human well being.

•• KukkarahalliKukkarahalli lake is also facing the problem of urbanization oflake is also facing the problem of urbanization of MysoreMysore. its long . its long 
history ,its beauty, its significance tohistory ,its beauty, its significance to mysoremysore should be taken into consideration and should be taken into consideration and 
this lake should be conserved for the future generation.this lake should be conserved for the future generation.
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